
Making work life,
work better
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Our customer promise

Learn Amp is the world’s leading People Development Platform.

We help forward thinking organisations and their people to learn, connect and perform.

Proving ROI and value through clearer learning outcomes, skills development, performance 
improvement and increased retention.



Great EX is the new ‘holy grail’ for businesses

Companies that invest in Employee 
Experience (EX) outperform those that 
don’t by:

Source: Harvard Business Review

Revenue per employee2.8x

Profit per employee4.2x

More likely to appear in 
Glassdoor’s Best Places to 
Work

11.5x

More likely to appear in Fast 
Company’s Most Innovative 
Companies

28x

Source: The 2020 HR Sentiment Survey, Future Workplace LLC

How do you expect your HR function to change in 2020?

Greater focus on…
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Employees feel the same…

Represent key parts of the Employee ExperienceTop drivers of engagement according to employees…

Sources: Qualtrics
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We are a unique all-in-one SaaS platform

That combine the most 
impactful parts of the 
Employee Journey:

• Learning
• Engagement
• Performance 
• Development

With great design and 
user experience

Source:  Gartner
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Learn Amp increase Employee Lifetime Value

ONBOARD ENGAGE DEVELOP PERFORM DEPARTATTRACT HIREHigher PERFORMANCE
and RETENTION…

Leads to higher Employee 
Lifetime Value…

Which drives higher 
Customer Lifetime Value

Learn Amp is unique in 
aligning the employee and 
business journeys
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Macro trends and big problems we solve

An age of acceleration

New technologies and an evolving modern 
workplace means acquiring new skills and 
knowledge are constantly required. L&D 
departments are struggling to keep up

Employee experience & retention 
High employee turnover in Gen Y & Z is a massive 
risk to high skills/knowledge businesses. By better 
managing the employee journey and providing 
clearer development pathways can hugely help

Decentralize L&D but with control 
L&D can’t do this all on their own. Keep control 
whilst encouraging the business to be more 
involved. Benefit from soaking up collective 
wisdom and retain vital knowledge as you do

Risk and regulation
Risk from employee error is higher than 
ever (reputational, GDPR & cyber security). 
Managing risk requires fully engaging 
learners and doing things differently
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At the centre of a ‘best of breed’ ecosystem

Induction, onboarding, 
learning pathways, 
compliance training. 
Unusually we are a 
combined LXP & LMS 

LXP: Learning Experience Platform
LMS: Learning Management System

Social learning, 
coaching, employee 
polling, knowledge 

sharing

Performance 
management

(digital check-ins, 
reviews, managing 

objectives OKRs)

Single sign on

Connecting HRIS

In the flow of work

Content marketplace

Integrations
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We believe that technology on its own is not a silver bullet. Success comes 
from working with customers to design strategies that are supported with 
expert advice. 

This involves combining our specialist Implementation, Customer Success, and 
Professional Services teams to provide support in achieving your goals.  

We are very proud of our customer retention record (of over 90%) and we 
believe this has a lot to do with the level of personalised service we provide.

SOFTWARE WITH A SERVICE

Joe Hill-Wilson

Chief Commercial Officer
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Why choose us

“Learn Amp has allowed us to achieve our ambition of providing the 
best employee experience across all offices globally”

Andrew Long, COO Ten Lifestyle Group Plc

Loved by our customers… …and by analysts and experts
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What others say about us

"Working with Learn Amp has felt like a 
partnership from the original sales process. It is 
far more collaborative and valuable than a 
normal customer and vendor relationship.”

Lindsay Fletcher, Global Director of Ten’s Digital Academy 
Ten Lifestyle Group Plc

What our customers say…

"The implementation of this learning platform 
has clearly raised the bar in this organisation 
and showed how learning culture can influence 
business results.”

Learning Technologies Awards Judges 2020

“I just really like this system. There is 
something wonderful about it. I love when 
when a vendor sees where learning and 
training is heading and jumps into it, head 
first.”

Craig Weiss Group, No. 3 Learning Solution 2021

…said by analysts and experts

“Super smart, intuitive solution that enables 
employers to provide richer, more purposeful 
learning journeys that they can control 
themselves.”

Tiara Talent Awards Judges 2020

“We needed a platform to encourage autonomous 
learning. Now colleagues can develop skills to 
provide amazing customer service, whilst 
remaining compliant. Learning at Metro Bank is 
now available at the point of need.”

William Iuliano, Head of Digital Learning at Metro Bank

“The customer service experience is amazing, 
it feels like a partnership, rather then 
customer/vendor relationship. Their 
availability, flexibility and responsiveness is just 
great.”

Lital Ben Moshe, Learning Business Partner at Tufin
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We are winning against market leaders

Customer

“We went for Learn Amp over Cornerstone and Totara because of 
the ease of use and the L&D knowledge of the team. Plus we felt 
they delivered on their roadmap”

Founded 1999
Sales: $730m
Market Cap $2.8bn

Founded 2001
SAP subsidiary
7,000 customers

Founded 2007
SAP subsidiary
22 million users

Founded 2005
Sales: $62m
Market Cap $2.3bn

“We loved how user friendly LA was for admins and end users as 
well as how good the platform is for both pull and push learning. 
We loved the feeling of synergy with the LA team too”

“We went with Learn Amp because we loved the ease of use and 
the fact that LA felt like a real partner, a feeling they’ve lived up 
to in spades”

“We loved the look and feel of the platform as well as the social 
learning and collaboration tools which work well for us with 
multiple sites. We also really bought into the future potential of 
LA”

Why we won, in their words Key competitor Competitor size
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Learn Amp is a designed for and by L&D professionals.

We’ve developed the platform by listening carefully to feedback from customers, partners 
and market analysts. This has resulted in us creating a highly agile platform which remains 
ahead of industry trends and futureproofs our advantage.

We’re proud of the collaborative and creative partnerships we build with customers and 
see them as critical to retaining their trust and engagement. We are always open to 
influence and feedback to ensure customers get the most out of their experience with us. 

OUR DEVELOPMENT APPROACH

Chief Product Officer
Matt Jeffries
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Learn

LMS & LXP driven learning outcomes

• Assigned learning: To drive important one off and repeat learning
• Learning impact: Complex and compelling assessments to track impact
• At the point of need: Find courses, content and tutorials to solve your 

work problems as they arise - delivered in the flow of work
• Skills development: Use the extensive library to stay ahead of the 

curve and develop the skills you need to succeed 
• Drive your own development: Putting you in charge of your personal 

development pathway
• Recommendations: Get content recommendations from Learn Amp 

that you control in any area you’re interested in
• Learn through doing: Complete exercises set by your company to help 

you put into practice what you’ve learned 
• Profile: Build your learner profile with a log of all of your learning and 

development in one place
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Connect

A social collaborative learning experience

• Social learning and peer insights: Use our reporting to get 
insights on your usage and compare yourself to others in your 
team

• Collaborate & share: Use the tools to share and recommend 
content & courses to your colleagues

• Pulse surveys & idea gathering: Give feedback & ideas through 
the surveys and polls tools

• Increased coaching & mentoring support: Digital coaching & 
mentoring tools to support even when not in the same location

• Knowledge sharing: Experts from around the business can 
answer content-related questions with our Q&A tool

• Share your expertise: Curators & Administrators can self-record 
their insights and share them with teams or the whole business

• Internal communication & alignment: Look out for company 
updates & announcements 
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Perform

Enhance performance and track development

• Weekly check ins: Keep a finger on the pulse of how your business 
is feeling and performing and make micro adjustments as you go

• Observational surveys: Gather feedback from peers, trainers, 
managers and coaches to feed into reviews

• 1:1 & reviews: Customise to your business and set on cycles
• Set self-development objectives: Develop a skill in a certain area 

and get updates to keep on track
• Set OKRs or aligned business goals: Set key objectives for your 

business and cascade them from top to bottom
• Track your skills: See how skills and knowledge are developing with 

our analytics dashboards



Making work life, work 
better


